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Roles and 
Responsibilities



Committee Responsibilities
Ensures hiring process benefits from multiple 
perspectives 
Recommends the best available and most 
qualified candidates
Provides an equal opportunity for all qualified 
candidates
Consults with appropriate associate dean/director 
and HR throughout the process 



Committee Responsibilities
Follows Collin College core values, policies, and 
procedures through the process
Maintains confidentiality

Addresses conflicts of interest, as needed



Develop ranking grid, interview 
questions, and interview plan
Review and score applications
Recommend candidates and 
participate in interviews
Evaluate candidates after 
interviews
Make hiring recommendations

Committee Members

Coordinates committee 
members and meetings
Ensures committee 
documentation is accurate
Enters grid, interview questions, 
and interview plan in search 
committee system
Answers candidate questions

Committee Chair Associate Dean/Director

Approves grid, interview 
questions, and interview plan
Reviews scores for 
discrepancies
Approves candidates                       
throughout the process
Observes teaching demos and 
interviews onsite candidates 
Answers candidate questions
Notifies internal candidates not 
selected for interviews 

Committee Structure and Responsibilities



Process 
Overview and 
Best Practices
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Grid/questions/plan 
created, entered in 
system, and 
approved

Application access 
granted to score and 
select for interviews

Zoom interviews (optional)

Selections for onsite 
interviews determined; 
AD/DIR notifies internal 
candidates not selected

Onsite teaching demos                           
and interviewsHiring 

recommendations 
and final selections 
made  

Hiring process 
begins; candidates 
not selected are 
notified

Process Overview
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Criteria (6-8) and points are assigned to ranking grid
Based on AD/director’s recommendations and department’s needs
Used to identify top candidates and support hiring decisions

Interview questions and interview plan are formulated
Ranking grid, interview questions, and interview plan are 
entered into search committee system by chair 

All components must be approved by AD/director and HR

Returning committee chairs who maintained log-in credentials from last year’s 
search can retrieve the previous ranking grid and interview questions from the 

SCS. Otherwise, email your HRC for details from prior searches.



Do Don’t

Ranking Grid Tips

Ensure grid includes minimum 
job qualifications and disqualifies 

candidates who do not meet 
these requirements.

Develop specific, measurable, 
and job-related criteria.

Determine criteria importance 
and weight points accordingly.

Carefully consider qualifications 
ideal candidate should possess.

Include criteria that cannot be 
measured when reviewing 
applications.

Include criteria that could be 
viewed as subjective.



Developing Interview Questions
Interview questions should prompt interviewees to provide 
insight into their knowledge, skills, and abilities
Consider incorporating the following question types: 

Motivation-based 
Behavioral-based 
Situational 
Knowledge and experience
Flexibility and availability



Do Don’t

Interview Question Tips 

Create job-related questions that 
determine if the candidate has 

necessary/preferred knowledge 
and skills to do the job.

Focus on open-ended questions.

Use questions that may 
indicate discrimination against 
certain individuals, even if that 
is not your intent.

Develop questions that directly 
or indirectly address age, 
current/future marital or parental 
status, religion, race, citizenship, 
national origin, disability, 
gender, veteran status, etc.



HR will 
prescreen 

applications
Candidates who do not 

meet minimum 
requirements or submit 
incomplete applications 
will be removed from the 

applicant pool
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Once grid, interview questions, and interview plan are approved 
by ADs/directors and HR, HR grants access to applications in 
search committee system 
Grid scoring is completed on all applicants by each committee 
member
A natural break in scores is identified; those with scores above 
the break are selected for Zoom interviews
Chair provides candidate list to AD/director for approval
Chair contacts selected candidates and interviewers to 
coordinate Zoom interviews



If 6 or fewer interviews are 
scheduled, at least one interviewee 
must be a veteran

If more than six interviews are 
scheduled, 20% of interviewees 
must be veterans

Per Collin College policy, applicants 
who indicate veteran’s status 
and meet minimum job requirements 
must be considered as follows:



Do Don’t

Ranking Grid Scoring Tips

Discuss how to calculate part-time 
vs. full-time experience.

Consistently review documentation 
submitted with applications                       

(ex. CV, cover letter, transcripts).

Award or deny points for 
information that is not included 
on the ranking grid or 
application.
Consider documentation, 
experience, or credentials that 
were not provided as part of the 
application.

Contact your HRC with questions 
about candidate credentials.

Provide justification for 
candidate recommendations 

that do not match scores.
Follow veteran policy when making 

candidate recommendations.
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Zoom interviews are conducted to screen candidates 
and determine who will be invited for onsite interviews
Zoom interviews may be bypassed for searches with 
fewer than five qualified local candidates
Zoom interviews may not be recorded
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Debrief meeting after Zoom interviews are 
completed to score candidates “yes” or “no” for 
onsite interviews
Chair enters finalist list for AD/director review
AD/director contacts internal candidates not 
selected for onsite interviews  
Chair coordinates onsite interviews/teaching 
demos for approved finalists
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Finalists complete onsite interviews and teaching 
demonstrations
During interviews, AD/director provides overview of 
position and selection process
Contract details, such as dates, hours, and expectations 
Job description



Set the Interview Stage

Empathize Know the 
candidate

Remain 
positive

Treat                
each as                        
the first

Sell the 
opportunity



Do Don’t

Interview Tips

Ask the same questions of all 
applicants. 

Ask only questions approved by 
the committee, AD/DIR, and HR.

Ask questions that were not 
previously approved. 

Record interviews.

Be friendly but keep the interview 
professional and on task.

Ensure all comments on interview 
sheets are objective; they are 

subject to the Open Records Act.

Extend or imply an offer of 
employment.
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Committee debriefs after demos/interviews and makes hiring 
recommendations
AD/director reviews recommendations and makes final 
selection 
Chair or associate dean/director files candidates’ travel 
reimbursements with HR 
AD/director checks references of selected candidate
HR completes background check
HR obtains hiring approvals of campus provost                               
and EVP
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HR routes offers for approval 
AD/director/HR notifies selected candidates
AD/director notifies candidates who interviewed but were 
not selected 
HR notifies external applicants who applied but were not 
interviewed
Hiring/onboarding process begins 



Frequently 
Asked Questions



Frequently Asked Questions

What if an applicant does not attach copies of transcripts?
All applicants (internal and external) are notified before and 
during the application process that they must submit copies of 
qualifying transcripts. If an external applicant does not attach 
transcripts, he/she will not be considered and will be screened 
out during HR’s initial review. 

Note: HR will verify institution accreditations and equivalencies 
for foreign transcripts. 



Frequently Asked Questions

May student evaluations be used by the committee? 
No; however, the associate dean/director may consider 
evaluations as part of the background check and 
reference review process.



Frequently Asked Questions

May the committee contact an applicant’s former or 
current employer? 

No. We do not want to jeopardize the person’s current 
position. References should only be checked by the 
associate dean/director prior to extending offers. 



Frequently Asked Questions

May candidates teach the first 15 minutes of a current 
class with students in attendance as their teaching 
demonstrations? 

No. The presentation should be attended only by the 
committee and designated leadership. Any invited 
guests are not allowed to ask questions or score 
applicants.



Search 
Committee 

System 
Demonstration



Next Steps 



Committees develop grid, interview questions, 
and plan and enter in SCS for approval.

Onsite interviews.


Committees rank and identify candidates for 
Zoom interviews; note in SCS for approval. 

Once candidates are approved, Zoom 
interviews are completed.

Action Item

Submit hiring recommendations to HR.



Your HR Employment and 
Professional Development Team 

Rebecca Acuna
HR Generalist

Frisco Campus and 
Celina Campus

Andreina Fowler
HR Generalist

McKinney Campus, Farmersville Campus, 
and Public Safety Training Center

Maxine “Max” Walker
Manager, Employment

Genevieve “Gen” Northup
Manager, Professional 

Development
Shelley Sheldon

Director, Employment and 
Professional Development

Rosalind Lewis
HR Generalist
Wylie Campus

Sarah Henderson
HR Coordinator, 

Student Employment

Deborah Ingoldby
HR Specialist

Christy Phoenix
HR Generalist

Technical Campus and 
Courtyard Center

Leslie Crane
HR Specialist

Ricardo Knight
HR Generalist

CHEC

Sally Rosete
HR Generalist

McKinney Campus and 
Farmersville Campus

Jaslyn Lue
HR Generalist
Plano Campus



Questions?
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